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Abstract—The transmission frequency of power grids, i.e., electric network frequency (ENF), has become a common criterion to authenticate audio recordings during the past decade, drawing much attention from both academic researchers and law enforcement agencies world widely. The properties of ENF enable forensic applications such as audio evidence timestamp verification and tampering detection. In this paper, based on a general review of existing works, we discuss several important practical problems and facts that have drawn less research attention or have not been formally studied, including ENF detection problems, limitations of ENF based tampering detection systems, and the difficulties in ENF analysis. During ENF detection, the challenges come from not only the noise and interference, but also the fact that audio recordings without captured ENF can still have signal components in the frequency band of interest (false positive). In ENF based tampering detection systems, the weakness of commonly used assumptions and the limitations of several existing solutions are discussed. In addition, we reveal that in the most intensively studied ENF based audio evidence timestamp verification, many works aiming at improving ENF estimation could only produce marginal performance improvement, while the main problems due to noise and interference remain open. All these analysis and discussions are related by a proposed big picture of ENF based audio authentication systems. After that, we also investigate the strategies to design more reliable audio authentication systems based on the ENF, which consists of a series of research and investigation works.

Index Terms—Electric network frequency (ENF), audio forensics, audio timestamp verification, audio tampering detection, Audio authentication.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

The advancements of digital and computer technologies have created today’s highly connected world in which a huge and fast-increasing volume of multimedia content is flying through cyberspace to reach millions of end users. The ubiquity of digital data acquisition devices has brought new challenges to forensic analysts, which has led to increasing research attention in the area of digital forensics. A typical example could be the need for the verification and authentication of evidences obtained in digital forms (image, audio, video, etc.) to ensure the corresponding admissibility during criminal investigation or other law enforcement cases.

In audio forensics, a sub-category of digital forensics, one of the recent most significant achievements would be the research and development of using the electric network frequency (ENF) as a kind of naturally embedded signature in many audio recordings for audio evidence authentication purposes. ENF is the transmission frequency of power grids with a nominal value at either 50 or 60 Hz, and it has been observed to have two important properties, i.e., tiny random fluctuation and intra-grid consistency. The random fluctuation is caused by the varying load in the power grid, and it indicates that the ENF segments captured in audio recordings are unique. Making use of the intra-grid consistency, the ENF signal captured in a testing recording can be extracted and matched with a ground truth reference obtained from an ENF database. This explains an application of audio timestamp verification based on the ENF criterion, while tampering detection and other applications are also possible to be established. Compared to other existing audio forensic solutions, e.g., compression detection, reverberation measurement, microphone classification, etc., ENF based solutions possess more advantages in terms of requiring less assumptions and being applicable to various situations. As such, the primary problems involved in ENF based audio forensics are ENF detection and estimation. Therefore, ENF is a promising means for tackling audio forensic problems.

B. Brief Review

The existing works on ENF based audio authentication system can be classified into three categories, i) early experiments and engineering [2]-[9], ii) ENF estimation and analysis [10]-[17], and iii) application development [18]-[28]. This is depicted in Fig. 1. One of the earliest works that discovered the possibility of using ENF as an audio forensic criterion dated back to 2005 [2], followed by its expanded work in [3], where the experiments were conducted in Romania. Following
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Fig. 2. ENF based audio timestamp verification system structure [16].

This pioneering work, experiments were then carried out in several other European countries, including Poland [4], the United Kingdom [5], Netherlands [6], and Macedonia [7], and then in north America [8], not only in AC powered devices, but also in battery powered ones [9]. Among the experimental works, the core system structure had been well created in [3] and then was commonly incorporated in later works till today. In general, the system consists of two major processing flows, dedicated to testing data and reference data processing respectively, where the outputs meet at a matching module to generate the timestamp information. In [5], an excellent description of the system with several additional minor components, e.g., interpolation and median filtering, was provided. Therefore, a typical ENF based audio timestamp verification system that embodies the aforementioned core structure can be designed as shown in Fig. 2 [16], where the median filtering process is optional. The matching process is usually performed exhaustively, using minimum mean squared error (MMSE) or maximum correlation coefficient as the condition to select matched index. We believe that the system in Fig. 2 is to date still the most recommended system to perform audio evidence timestamp verification for its very satisfactory performance and being easy to implement. Note that the ENF signal recorded in the reference database is usually assumed to contain the ground truth information, but in fact the reference signal is prone to errors if it is obtained from a single reference location [32]. This is not in the scope of this paper, and the readers are directed to [32] on how to build more reliable ENF database exploiting geographical information and harmony search.

Since the extraction of ENF signal from audio recordings is a classical spectral estimation problem, much research efforts have been spent on more accurate ENF estimations. Statistical modeling is applied to ENF analysis in [10]. A nonparametric adaptive source localization technique and a frequency tracking method based on ENF’s slow-varying nature are used in [11]. The fact that ENF signals exist in audio recordings in terms of harmonics has been exploited in [12] and [13]. In [14], an improved discrete Fourier transform (DFT) based method that searches through the spectral lines within a reasonable ENF band is proposed. High precision phase analysis is proposed in [15] as another alternative means to extract ENF signals. A dynamic matching algorithm is proposed in [16], where frequency resolution of short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is used to reasonably correct deviated instantaneous frequencies. Finally, parametric methods for ENF estimation are investigated in [17] for improved frequency estimation.

Despite the intensive focus on ENF estimation and the application of timestamp verification (as in the studies summarized above), researchers have been looking into possible alternatives to diversify the applications of the ENF. One meaningful attempt is to use ENF to geolocate audio recordings [18], based on a machine learning framework that explores the differences among the ENF signals in different countries. With the same objective, in [19], the authors have shared a novel perspective of regarding ENF extraction as a frequency demodulation problem, where off-the-shelf methods can be applied to extract location-unique features. ENF security and countermeasure issues are investigated in [25], where the detection of deliberate ENF removal and insertion are investigated. Another interesting and well developed work explores the existence of ENF in indoor lighting systems, which opens the door of the investigation of ENF signals in videos [26]. A new application that utilizes the ENF signal to synchronize multimedia content is proposed in [27]. In recaptured audio recordings, there could exist two versions of ENF signals, one from the originally captured audio and the other during the process of recapturing. ENF analysis and decoupling in such recordings are investigated in [28]. Besides the above, some research attentions have been drawn on whether ENF could be used for audio tampering detection [15], [20]–[24]. However, we are still in an early stage in the development towards a systematic solution that requires neither human interaction nor less-practical assumptions.

While, as briefly summarized above, many works have been done to improve the accuracy of ENF estimations and discover novel ENF based applications, it is important to think about a primary question: how reliable is the ENF criterion in audio forensic investigations? In this paper, we look into several practical issues of ENF based audio forensic analysis systems. Specifically, we comprehensively address the problems that ENF analysts and system designers are currently facing. These problems are i) on the existence of ENF in audio recordings, ii) limitations of ENF based audio tampering detection systems, and iii) noise and interference issues, respectively. Because the research on the ENF criterion is highly application driven (originally, audio evidence timestamp verification), clarifying what the practical situations of the application are and what solutions are needed is an important issue. Unfortunately, this has not been adequately addressed in current literature. On the other hand, we also aim to shed some light on how to more effectively make use of the ENF as an audio forensic criterion to facilitate more reliable applications.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a big picture of practical ENF based audio authentication systems, and then discusses ENF detection problems. Section III addresses ENF based audio tampering detection problems,
reviewing existing solutions and commenting on the limitations. In section IV, we illustrate the difficulties in ENF analysis, and discuss the noise and interference that affect ENF estimation performance. Strategies towards reliable ENF based audio authentication systems are investigated in Section V. Conclusion is made in Section VI.

II. ON THE EXISTENCE OF THE ENF

A. The Big Picture

As an application driven research topic, it is essential to understand the application specifications and requirements before conducting targeted research. Existing literature is usually based on one or several, explicit or implicit assumptions about the ENF and conditions of audio recordings, e.g., the ENF signal is surely captured, noise and interference do not pollute the frequency band of ENF dynamics, the audio recordings have not been tampered with, etc. As a result, the applicability of a solution may be limited. Further, it becomes more and more ambiguous of what the application would generally look like in practice. Before we start detailed discussions, the big picture is rigorously provided in this subsection. Here, we focus on two mostly investigated applications, i.e., timestamp verification and tampering detection, which is simply known as audio authentication.

The practical situation for an ENF based audio authentication system is demonstrated in Fig. 3. In early development stages [2]–[9], the major contribution is in terms of revealing and establishing the minimally required components which are marked grey in Fig. 3. The processing flow associated with the grey components is also a general picture of Fig. 2. A large amount of the further research and development works [10]–[16], [19] are on the grey component of “ENF Extraction”, a classical problem of single tone spectral estimation in noisy observations [33], [34], rather than developing other components for practical robustness. As a result, the problems of ENF detection and tampering detection have not been studied as sufficiently as ENF extraction. If any uncolored component encounters a problem, then the “grey” system is going to produce a wrong output. Imagine that a testing audio recording contains corrupted (in whatever ways) ENF information, then following the grey processing flow will still yield an estimated timestamp but with large matching errors. No insights could be drawn from such a result in determining whether the match is trustworthy or the searching scope contains the true timestamp of the testing audio recording. For the issue of tampering detection, problems become more complicated because of the unknown tampering attack type and tampered region. Basically, one may need to first perform tampering detection, and then detect the attack type and tampered region if necessary. Currently, ENF based audio tampering detection still remains an open problem. Note that the reference data can be optional to facilitate tampering detection (e.g., used in [21], not used in [15]), which is shown as dashed lines in Fig. 3. In the remainder of this section and the sections followed, we will intensively discuss the problems of ENF based audio authentication systems. Each of the problems is an obstacle in front of one or multiple components in Fig. 3.

B. ENF Detection Problems

Let us begin with the very initial stage of the big picture, i.e., an audio recording has been made. Several problems arise at this stage. First, without any doubt, the purpose of creating an audio recording is to record some content of information (speech, music, etc.) and ENF is usually captured unintentionally. Thus, the distance between the recording device and nearby power sources does not have a guarantee. Note that the strength of an acoustic signal is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the signal and the sensor. Meanwhile, the strength of ENF hum is always much weaker than the recorded content of interest, even the recording is made in good proximity of power outlets. We can therefore infer that on average, the captured ENF signal is indeed very weak. This is especially problematic when the audio content occupies the frequency band of ENF signals. In-band noise and interference will be discussed with more details in Section IV-B. Researchers and practitioners are aware of these problems, as reflected from the existing literature. However, there exists another inevitable yet unreported problem about
ENF detection, that is, even in audio recordings made in environments without ENF, some signal can still be extracted from the “ENF Extraction” component in Fig. 3.

To illustrate ENF detection problem more systematically, we denote the testing audio samples in time domain as $y$, which could be the superposition of several components. If all components are captured, then we have

$$y = s + x + n, \quad y, s, x, n \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times 1},$$

where $s$ is the ENF signal, $x$ is the audio content, $n$ is the background noise, and $N$ is the length of the signal. While $x$ surely exists in this model, the existence of $s$ and $n$ may not be guaranteed. For example, in a recording of an interview conducted in a quiet office room, the background noise $n$ can be ignored, while in a recording made outdoor, $s$ may not exist in surrounding area. All the possible situations on the existence of ENF in audio recordings are summarized in Table I.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
        & ENF Captured & ENF not Captured \\
\hline
Noise Free & $s + x$       & $x$            \\
Noisy     & $s + x + n$   & $x + n$        \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Possible Signals Captured in Audio Recordings}
\end{table}

In a typical ENF analysis system with the assumption that $s$ is captured, the task is to extract $s$ from the mixture $s + x$ or the noisy version $s + x + n$. Problems may arise when either $x$ or $n$ spans the frequency band of $s$, but such problems are traceable and have been well studied. For example, the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [33], [34], can well quantify the errors for different noise levels.

However, if $s$ has not been captured in an audio recording, and its frequency band is contaminated by $x$ or $x + n$, then the output of the right hand side processing branch in Fig. 2 or the grey processing components from “Start” to “ENF Extraction” in Fig. 3 will be nontrivial and contain some signal. Without any prior knowledge of an audio recording, the analyst is not able to determine whether Fig. 4 (b) corresponds to only noise and audio content or ENF signal with strong noise. Let the downsampling and bandpass filtered signals be $\tilde{y}$, $\tilde{s}$, $\tilde{x}$, and $\tilde{n}$ in the vector space of $\mathbb{R}^{M \times 1}$, where $M$ is associated with $N$ by the resampling ratio. A rigorous formulation of ENF detection problem gives the following hypotheses

$$G_0 \begin{cases} H_0 : \tilde{y} = \tilde{x}, \\ H_1 : \tilde{y} = \tilde{x} + \tilde{n}, \end{cases}$$

$$G_1 \begin{cases} H_2 : \tilde{y} = \tilde{s} + \tilde{x}, \\ H_3 : \tilde{y} = \tilde{s} + \tilde{x} + \tilde{n}. \end{cases}$$

Note that there is no loss of information when converting $s$ to $\tilde{s}$. The above problem is generally hard because $\tilde{s}$, $\tilde{x}$, and $\tilde{n}$ occupy the same frequency band, and the statistics of $\tilde{x}$ is unknown. One may simplify the problem to a binary decision problem by grouping the hypotheses into $G_0$ and $G_1$. As a forensic problem, the solution of the detection problem should minimize the probability false positive decisions, i.e., $P\{G_1; G_0\}$, but little efforts have been made towards this objective. A possible approach to ENF detection could be observed from Fig. 4. It can be seen that when ENF is the dominant signal in the frequency band of interest, a continuous and slowly varying pattern exists in the time-frequency domain, while the signal contributed by $x$ and $n$ represents a discontinuous and random pattern. However, Fig. 4 (b) only shows a single example of audio recording without ENF.

III. ON ENF BASED TAMPERING DETECTION

A. Importance of Tampering Detection

In digital forensics, the integrity of an evidence is essential to determine its admissibility to investigation and law enforcement agencies. Thus, we believe that ENF based audio tampering detection takes a higher priority as compared to timestamp verification. There are two major reasons for this argument. i) If an evidence audio recording has been tampered with, then the embedded ENF signal would also be altered, which is very likely to lead to a wrong matched location to the reference data. Fig. 5 shows a typical example. The ENF of a testing audio recording is extracted and matched to the correct location of the reference data, i.e., index of 1501. However, if a portion of the testing data is deleted, then the matched location changes to 131, a very wrong match. Note that there exist several tampering attacks and each can be applied for multiple times on an audio recording. Therefore, if the testing file has been tampered with, in most situations the matching process will yield a wrong index. ii) If in some way the timestamp of the tampered data happens to be correctly verified, then a tampered file could become an evidence taking legal effects, which can cause serious consequences. Therefore, a tampering detection module is preferred to be deployed before timestamp verification, as shown in Fig. 3.
B. Existing Solutions and Limitations

The detection of tampered multimedia content is generally a very difficult problem for any multimedia format. Among the existing works on ENF, audio tampering detection has been discussed in [15], [20]–[24]. We can group these works into two classes. The first class represents an intuitive idea of using ENF for tampering detection [20], [21], that is, with the assumptions of the true timestamp being known by some means and the ENF being dominant in its frequency band, the extracted ENF signals from the testing and reference data can then be placed side by side for a direct comparison, and the discrepancies can be explored to identify tampered regions. In practice, such an approach is feasible if the timestamp can be authenticated by other means (e.g., having witness, monitored by authority, etc.).

However, more commonly, the true timestamp is unknown. In this situation, tampering detection solutions usually rely solely on the feature of the extracted testing ENF signal from the tampered audio recording, without the use of the reference database [15], [21]–[23]. Such a “feature” can be unified as the following statement: tampering attacks will cause discontinuity in the time-frequency representation of ENF signals, which can be explored for tampering detection. Such discontinuity is interpreted as phase discontinuity in [15], [22], and amplitude discontinuity in [21], [23]. However, in our opinion, the discontinuity should not be accepted as a fact caused by tampering attacks. Instead, such a “feature” is rather another assumption, and the corresponding solutions are prone to high false positive rate. An example supporting this argument is provided in Fig. 6 [24]. The first subfigure shows the original audio waveform, and the portion between the bars is deleted, resulting in the waveform shown in the second subfigure. The phase curves of the ENF signal extracted from the original and the tampered audio data are shown in the third and fourth subfigures. It is clearly shown that phase discontinuity occurs at around the 7th second (region not tampered with), not occurring at the true tampered region, 10th second. The same problem also exists for the works based on amplitude discontinuity [21], [23], because amplitude discontinuity also commonly exists in the ENF signals of audio recordings that have not been tampered with (see Fig. 9 in [5]). In [24], the authors presented a systematic approach to jointly verify the timestamp and perform audio tampering detection based on the proposed absolute-error-map (AEM). In this work, neither the true timestamp nor the assumption of discontinuity at tampered region is assumed available, while the reference data with a searching scope are known. Then, signal segments that have not been tampered with are fully utilized to produce multiple local matches with the reference data represented in the AEM, based on which tampering detection mechanisms are designed. It should be noted that the system in [24] can deal with insertion, deletion, and splicing attacks, but only for a single attack applied in a single location for an audio recording.

In fact, the authors of the works on ENF based audio tampering detection are aware of the limitations as can be seen from their discussions in [21], [23], [24]. Apart from the limitations of the existing solutions, challenges also come from the variety of tampering attacks. Specifically, we have to deal with not only multiple attack types, e.g., deletion, insertion, splicing, replacement, shuffling, etc., but also combinations of attacks. Sometimes, those attacks can also appear at multiple locations. Therefore, whether ENF can be used for effective audio tampering detection still remains uncertain, and the system proposed in [24] actually offers a good starting point rather than a truly reliable solution.

To improve the reliability and performance of audio tampering detection, one may resort to non-ENF based solutions, which could be based on exploring compression offsets [29], acoustic signature [30], or features applied to machine learning techniques [36], [37], etc. Alternatively, if ENF is still used, then the assumption on the discontinuity at tampered location should not be used as the only criterion. Following the rationale in [24], one may look into possible ways to fully utilize the available practical information provided by the testing audio recording and the reference data.

IV. ON ENF ANALYSIS FOR TIMESTAMP VERIFICATION

While, as discussed in previous sections, ENF detection and ENF based audio tampering detection have attracted less research attention, researchers and practitioners have put more
efforts in ENF extraction from testing audio recordings [10–
[16], [19]. However, despite the variety of solutions to analyze
the ENF signals, the improvements provided by the existing
solutions are marginal as compared to the classical system pro-
posed in [5]. The reasons are twofold. First, in high signal-to-
to-noise ratio (SNR) situations, improvements of ENF estimation
could only be marginal, no matter how advanced the technique
is, and the improvements will have trivial effects on ENF
matching performance. This concern is detailed in Section IV-
A. Second, in low SNR situations, the bound on estimation
errors (e.g., CRLB) will be inevitably increased, and no matter
how advanced the ENF estimation technique is, the errors
cannot be avoided. This will be detailed in Section IV-B. In
general, the existing works on ENF estimation are concerned
with how the estimation errors versus SNR can be close to the
CRLB, but an audio evidence timestamp verification system
is concerned with whether and how the extracted ENF signal
can be effectively matched to the reference data.

A. High SNR ENF Analysis

The extraction of ENF signal is a time-frequency analysis
problem, where we face the classical trade-off between time
and frequency resolutions. However, since audio evidence
timestamp verification is more concerned with whether the
extracted ENF can have a good match with the reference
data, such a trade-off becomes less important as long as the
reference and testing signals are transformed using the same
settings. Using STFT for example, as long as the frame size,
stepsize, and fast Fourier transform (FFT) length are the same
for estimating reference and testing signals, then the conditions
for a good match are satisfied. This is well evidenced by Fig. 7,
where different frame sizes (namely, different accuracies)
are used with other parameters identically set for a testing audio
recording and its corresponding one hour reference. Median
filter proposed in [10] is not used here so that the estimation
accuracy can be more clearly studied. The reference signal
is obtained by directly connecting the recording system to a
power outlet where the SNR approaches infinity. Therefore,
the reference ENF signals obtained with different frame sizes
are very similar to each other, as shown in Fig. 7 (a). However,
we can still observe the higher perturbations from the smoothness
of the curves when a shorter frame size is used. For the
testing audio, since the sound (including ENF, audio content,
and background noise) is captured via acoustic paths, the
estimation process becomes more sensitive to the frame size.
In Fig. 7 (b), we can see that a frame size of 2 seconds is
definitely not an appropriate setting for time-frequency
analysis because it highly compromises frequency resolution.
However, when it is matched with the reference data with the
same frame size, the matched index is only 1 second earlier
than the ground truth timestamp, which is shown in Fig. 7
(c). Meanwhile, all the other settings can identify the true
timestamp index.

It is important to note that although all frame size settings
in Fig. 7 can produce the correct matching result, a large
frame size is preferred in case of raised noise and interference.
Ideally, the best setting is such that the smoothness of testing
ENF can be similar to the smoothness of the reference ENF.
Using such a criterion, it can be seen that 8 and 16 seconds
are better choices. The above analysis indicates that the
improvement of ENF estimation accuracy in existing works
is not going to alter the matching result. In particular, we
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Fig. 7. Demonstration of the trivial effects of ENF estimation accuracy on the matching output, where the reference (1 hour) and testing (15 minutes) signals are transformed using STFT and interpolation with different frame sizes. STFT stepsize is 1 second. In (a) and (b), the curves for frame sizes of 4, 6, and 8 seconds are shifted downwards by 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 Hz respectively for comparison purpose. Curves in (b) are matched to the marked interval in (a).
settings. Curves are obtained by averaging its impact on the ENF matching output, under different estimation accuracy, HUA et al. In such situations, it is highly important to understand another the analyst is dealing with moderate to low SNR situations. Much weaker than noise and audio interference, in most cases analysis, due to the fact that the captured ENF signal is usually variance unbiased estimator (MVUE) can achieve. For ENF improve the matching result. Neither substantially reduce estimation errors nor essentially section, we will illustrate that when the noise and interference accuracy is a trivial contribution to the matching output in SNR conditions, the marginal improvement of ENF estimation important. In view of this, future research attention should be put on improved ENF estimation with shorter frame sizes.

B. Low SNR ENF Analysis

The previous subsection has demonstrated that under good SNR conditions, the marginal improvement of ENF estimation accuracy is a trivial contribution to the matching output in general cases when dealing with long recordings. In this subsection, we will illustrate that when the noise and interference become stronger, improved ENF estimation accuracy could neither substantially reduce estimation errors nor essentially improve the matching result.

1) Background Noise: It is well known that the CRLB is the theoretical bound [33], [38] of the MSE that a minimum variance unbiased estimator (MVUE) can achieve. For ENF analysis, due to the fact that the captured ENF signal is usually much weaker than noise and audio interference, in most cases the analyst is dealing with moderate to low SNR situations. In such situations, it is highly important to understand another fact that the threshold effect of a nonlinear estimator [33], [38] will result in inevitable estimation errors which could not be corrected no matter how advanced the estimator is. Here, we consider the ENF signal as deterministic signal corrupted by random noise as seen in most existing works, and CRLB applies to such a setting. To concertize the problem, we consider a synthetic model of (1) where \( n \) is the synthetic independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) white Gaussian noise (WGN). Then the original SNR is given by

\[
\text{SNR} = 10\log_{10} \frac{||s||^2_2}{||n + x||^2_2},
\]

where \( || \cdot ||_2 \) denotes \( \ell_2 \)-norm. For simplicity and theoretical traceability, we do not consider the effect of \( x \) here (will be considered in Section IV-B-2) of this subsection) and further define

\[
\text{SNR}_{\text{ENF}} = 10\log_{10} \frac{||s||^2_2}{||n||^2_2},
\]

which will be used for theoretical study of the performance of DFT for ENF analysis. According to [38], the CRLB of ENF estimation variance (ENF assumed to be deterministic but unknown) is given by

\[
\text{CRLB}_{\text{ENF}} = \frac{12}{\text{SNR}_{\text{ENF}} \times N (N^2 - 1)} \times \left( \frac{f_S}{2\pi} \right)^2 \text{Hz}^2,
\]

where \( f_S \) is the sampling frequency. The threshold effects due to background noise are illustrated in Fig. 8. According to this figure, we can roughly quantify the high SNR situations discussed in Section IV-A as \(-10 \text{ dB} \) and above, while the low SNR region could be \(-20 \text{ dB} \) and below. Several important observations are noted in Fig. 8 (a). i) Increasing the frame size can alleviate the threshold effect so that stronger noise can be tolerated. Thus, it is recommended to sacrifice some time resolution during the calculation of STFT by using larger frame sizes. This is only feasible when the duration of testing audio recording is long enough. ii) In high SNR regions, we observe that the MSE curves are very close to the CRLBs, which indicates that DFT (used in each frame during STFT) is already a very promising means for ENF estimation. The argument in Section IV-A is hence supported by the observation here. iii) In the threshold effect region, the ENF could not be correctly estimated. In this situation, the existing works on improved ENF estimation also become ineffective.

Furthermore, the matching errors between the extracted ENF and the reference also exhibit a threshold effect, because the estimated ENF instantaneous frequencies are the input of the matching system. This is clearly shown in Fig. 8 (b). Note that Fig. 8 (a) is generated by synthetic signal without considering \( x \), while Fig. 8 (b) is based on a “silent” recording made in good proximity to ENF sources, which is then processed by adding different levels of WGN. Therefore, the role of \( x \) can still be ignored. Also note that the theoretical study in Fig. 8 (a) did not consider downsampling and bandpass filtering processes, but these processes have been applied in the example in Fig. 8 (b) to obtain final matching errors. Due to downsampling and bandpass filtering,
the system can practically tolerate more noises. The fact that improved estimation accuracy is trivial in high SNR region and ineffective in threshold region is clearly shown in Fig. 8 (b). Unfortunately, based on our experiments, the noise conditions of practical recordings usually lie in moderate to low SNR regions, unless the recording device is placed next to a power outlet. Next, we discuss the interference term x.

2) Potential Interference: The above analysis based on the CRLB shows the unavailability of improving frequency estimation in low SNR conditions below the threshold when x is assumed to be out of band. If x also occupies the ENF bandwidth, then further performance degradation cannot be avoided. Therefore, audio content that is likely to occupy the frequency band of interest should be paid special attention to.

According to the type of audio content, the interference could come from human voice, music content, and special noises. The critical frequency spectral regions for ENF analysis, including several important harmonics, are 50 (or 60) Hz, 100 (or 120) Hz, and 150 (or 180) Hz, respectively, which have been commonly explored by existing works. In human voice, the lowest fundamental frequency can reach 80 Hz. Although the dominant frequency band of human voice is from several hundreds Hz to 2 kHz, it is not a guarantee that pure speech recordings will not affect the ENF captured alongside. Situation becomes more challenging when music is captured in audio recordings. The frequency band between 30 and 500 Hz is commonly used for bass and rhythm effects, which conflicts with the ENF band. The most common musical instrument, i.e., piano, has a lowest key of 27.5 Hz. Other than that, guitar, double bass, cello, etc., can all produce sound of frequencies at least less than 100 Hz. More commonly, electric bass systems have become very popular in modern music industry, which is considered to be a must-have in many genres of music. If a recording captures such sounds, then the ENF signal during the time when these sounds are captured is very likely to be destroyed. Noticeably, the degradation caused by musical instruments or sound effects do not permanently destroy the ENF signal because it makes no sense to have permanent bass in a music recording. Another type of interference is a series of special noises. For example, sound produced by friction or percussion is likely to affect the ENF band. However, this type of interference is not easy to be summarized. Here, we provide a typical example to illustrate this interference, which is shown in Fig. 9. This is a practical case we have encountered during the experiments. It can be seen that the creaking sound produced by wiping a white board could cause big errors during ENF extraction, and the erroneous interval is generally consistent with the time domain signal as shown by the two subplots. The error in ENF signal appears earlier than the time domain signal because a frame size of 8 seconds is used for ENF extraction.

The conclusions about ENF extraction are summarized as follows. i) If the ENF is dominant in its frequency band, then the extraction process shown in Fig. 2 suffices to extract the ENF, while other methods may provide marginal improved accuracy but without changing the matching result, in most situations. ii) If the noise and interference are strong (especially beyond SNR threshold effect) in the frequency band of ENF signal, then large estimation errors are inevitable, and the system becomes unreliable because no method can break the CRLB. iii) The STFT based ENF extraction method is hence considered (also recommended) to be applicable to various situations according to i) and ii). iv) The use of a relatively large frame size for STFT is an effective solution for both ENF estimation and matching accuracies, which is reflected from both the experimental results and the $CRLB_{ENF}$ equation. v) More efficient techniques to deal with short recordings are worth of further investigations. vi) More research efforts should be devoted into the improvement of other components or the whole system in Fig. 3, rather then the ENF extraction component only.

C. Synchronization Issue

The synchronization issue in ENF based audio authentication systems refers to the problem of slight clock desynchronization across many digital systems. For example, the clocks on the ENF reference database system, testing
recording devices (iPhone, Samsung Galaxy, Sony Voice Recorder, etc.), and the IP Phone at our working location are all slightly desynchronized with inconsistency from several seconds to around 3 minutes. Even if a device is manually synchronized with a reference clock, it may also be out of synchronization due to hardware or software problems. During ENF extraction process, the processing granularity can be arbitrarily set according to practical needs. For example, all the ENF signals shown in this paper use a stepsize of 1 second, so that each sample corresponds to 1 second. Alternatively, we can modify the granularity less, or more than a second as far as the sampling frequency permits. An example of the clock desynchronization among five different ENF database locations is provided in Fig. 10. One possible solution to this problem by synchronizing the database system with a GPS clock. Nonetheless, it really depends on how accurate the matching results are supposed to be, but if all the important clocks can be synchronized effectively, then the performance could be undoubtedly improved.

V. TOWARDS RELIABLE USE OF ENF

Some strategies to design more reliable ENF based audio authentication systems are briefly discussed in this section.

A. Exploring the Strength of ENF

As shown in Fig. 3, ENF detection is an essential early step process in the audio authentication system. While it is rigorous to tackle this problem using signal processing and detection theory, which has been illustrated in Section II, it also should be noted that other means can be utilized to facilitate ENF detection from a forensic perspective. A primary question may arise from this perspective, that is, in what places can ENF be captured by recording devices? While the generic and conceptual answer that the recording device should be in the proximity of ENF sources has been known for a decade, it still lacks some practical guideline.

To work out a practical answer to this problem, extensive experiments are necessary, such as actively measuring the strength of ENF signals in various locations. The measuring device should have a sensor that only responds to ENF bandwidth. A slightly modified sound level meter can perform this task. In fact, the microphone on a smartphone can be effective used as a sound level meter. The modification of the frequency response of the microphone can be carried out in software level. Specifically, one may design a few bandpass filters that pass ENF fundamental frequency and several harmonics, and then consolidate metering functions and compile the system as a smartphone application. If more accuracy is preferred, then one may resort to commercial products with customized specifications from sound meter industry. We may call the device for measuring the strength of ENF as ENF level meter.

With an ENF level meter, the strengths of ENF signals in various locations can be extensively measured. Potential locations include but are not limited to cafes, restaurants, convenience stores, supermarkets, home rooms, quiet office rooms, office meeting rooms, classrooms, lecture halls, or even trains. The selection of measuring locations is concerned with the size of the interior space, conditions of environmental noise, types of audio content that is likely to be recorded, and typical items placed in that place, etc. Sufficient experimental data can help us to gain the knowledge about how strong is the ENF signal in a specific or similar type of locations. Such experimental knowledge is especially helpful to law enforcement agencies when an audio evidence is known to be made in a location that has been measured. The qualitative pre-examination system that facilitates ENF detection is depicted in Fig. 11. In this figure, instead of being treated as interference from signal processing perspective, the audio content is actively analyzed to identify the location of the recording so that the experimental knowledge about ENF strength in that location can be used. Although it is an auxiliary support, important forensic clues can usually be obtained in practice.
C. Preserving Local Matches for Tampering Detection

Tampering detection is the most difficult problem in ENF based audio authentication systems due to the lack of practical clues of tampering attacks and the complication of the ways to perform attacks. Apart from the assumptions that can easily be violated in practical situations, another phenomenon is shared among the existing solutions, that is, they only focus on the locations that have been tampered with (discontinuity). In contrast, we believe that a truly reliable tampering detection system should not merely explore clues at tampered locations, but focus more on the locations that have not been tampered with, because the ENF segments in such locations can still be correctly matched to the reference data. The work in [24] has provided several positive preliminary results towards this direction. Generally, the challenge for ENF based tampering detection can be considered as the need for new matching methods, where the reference data should also be involved in such a designing process.

VI. CONCLUSION

Despite the use of ENF having been a significant development in audio forensics, practical issues have been less considered, and the big picture of ENF based audio authentication system is not given in the literature. This is seen from a series of assumptions made in existing works, which may not be available in practical situations. This paper takes a rigorous and comprehensive perspective and embodies all the related practical problems in a big picture of ENF based audio authentication system, i.e., Fig. 3. The problems are mainly concerned with three aspects. First, ENF detection has been shown to be a difficult problem because i) it is originally a multiple hypothesis testing problem involving three components $s$, $x$, and $n$, and ii) it is possible that a recording made in an environment without ENF can still have some signal lying in the frequency band of ENF dynamics (false positive decisions). Second, for ENF based audio tampering detection, current solutions are highly limited by the associated less practical assumptions such as true timestamp is known or tampering attacks will cause signal discontinuity. Problems become more difficult when multiple attacks, combination of attacks, and multiple attacked locations (which are quite often in practice) are conducted by attackers. Third, many research efforts have been devoted to the improvement of ENF estimation accuracy, where ENF matching performance is marginally improved. We emphasize on the need for research and development aiming at improved ENF analysis with shorter frame sizes, which has not been well studied in the existing works. In general, majority of the existing works have focused on the “grey” system in Fig. 3 rather than its big picture. Future research efforts are recommended to be devoted to developing effective solutions to the other components in this big picture.

Some discussions on the means towards more reliable use of the ENF are also provided in this paper. To tackle the problems reported in Sections II-IV, possible approaches include but not limited to applying machine learning techniques to ENF detection problem, incorporating other tampering detection solutions and the reference database to facilitate ENF based tampering detection, and exploring more efficient timestamp matching modules. In terms of experimental and analytical works, it is worth of performing extensive measurements of ENF signal strengths in various locations, mining features of audio content and background noise, and modeling the ENF signal statistically.
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